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Outline
• Purpose of presentation:  compare and contrast the 

alternatives of bankruptcy, receiverships and 
assignments for the benefit of creditors, specifically 
how interested parties are impacted by each

• Overview of bankruptcy principles
• Discussion of Bankruptcy Alternatives

• Assignments for the Benefit of Creditors (ABCs)
• Discussion of receiverships: Federal and State

• Discuss hypothetical situations as a means of 
comparing these alternatives



Bankruptcy -- Baseline 
Fundamentals

• Uniform framework of laws for a Debtor to restructure 
debts and resolve disputes with creditors

• Court-supervised hybrid of M&A / litigation
• Preserve value for stakeholders
• Provide the debtor with a “breathing spell” / prevent race to 

Court
• Ensure equality of distribution of assets

• Significant gaps filled by applicable "nonbankruptcy" 
law – not simply a framework for liquidation

• Compare to liquidation focus of most foreign insolvency laws



Chapter 11 vs. Chapter 7

Chapter 11

- Debtor/management remains in 
possession of company (possesses all 
rights, duties, and obligations of trustee)

- Business operations continue; preserves 
"going concern value“

- Chapter 11 is a forum for negotiation / 
potential reorganization

- Debtor sells assets – maximize value 

- Chapter 7 distribution scheme serves as a 
baseline for reorganization (best interest 
of creditors test – hypothetical 
liquidation / absolute priority rule)

Chapter 7

- Trustee appointed and supplants Debtor's 
management 

- Business operations cease (unless court approval 
obtained)

- Chapter 7 focused on liquidation initiatives

- Trustee liquidates assets – speed/efficiency of sale 

- Formulaic payment distribution scheme



Bankruptcy: Initiation 

• Voluntary filing
• Reorganization or liquidation proceedings
• Reorganization is typically the focus, at least initially

• Historical: liquidity issues / lender fatigue lead to urgency of action
• Modern: pre-filing negotiations / “quick rinse” reorganization 

• Involuntary filing
• Company can be forced into bankruptcy by its creditors

• If a company has 12 or more creditors, an involuntary bankruptcy petition 
requires:

• (a) three or more creditors whose claims are not contingent as to liability 
or subject to a bona fide dispute as to either liability or amount to file the 
petition, and 

• (b) those qualifying claims must total, in the aggregate, at least $14,425 if 
unsecured or $14,425 more than the value of any liens securing those 
claims if any are secured

• If the company has fewer than 12 creditors, it only takes one qualifying creditor 
to file an involuntary petition



Strategic Focus of Chapter 11
• Reorganization

• Operational
• Exit lines of business
• Terminate costly contracts
• Reduce footprint (reject leases)
• Address labor costs

• Financial
• Restructure indebtedness (balance sheet restructuring) 
• Extend maturity / covenant relief / interest rate relief
• Delay action by banks to foreclose on collateral
• Obtain time to find investor/purchaser
• Debt/Equity swap

• Sale of assets

• 363 sales
• Bankruptcy Court Orders transfer free and clear of all liens, claims and 

encumbrances



Chapter 11 Advantages
• For Debtors (and D&O’s)

• automatic stay
• retain control of the company
• retain control of potential reorganization and asset sale processes
• ability to reject burdensome contracts / negotiate   

• For Lenders
• transparency of debtor operations
• adequate protection rights in an organized, public, court-supervised process
• retain oversight and objection rights (but less control than other alternatives)

• For Buyers 
• “free and clear” order
• fewer successor liability issues

• For Creditors
• transparency / Court supervision
• greater assurances of fair distribution



363 Sales – Overview
• Section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code authorizes a Debtor to sell any or substantially 

all of its assets outside a plan of reorganization/liquidation
• Unlike a plan, a sale pursuant to Section 363 need not be approved by creditors
• Secured creditors entitled to “adequate protection” (not defined in the Bankruptcy Code) against 

diminution of collateral value by virtue of the debtor’s use, sale or lease of such collateral, rooted 
in recognition that security interests are “property rights,” and bankruptcy is subject to the Fifth 
Amendment’s prohibition against taking private property without compensation, as well as the 
existence of the automatic stay of enforcement remedies during a debtor’s bankruptcy.

• Bankruptcy Sale Advantages: 
• Assets can be sold free and clear of all liens, claims and encumbrances, with the liens and claims 

attaching to the proceeds
• Efficient/speedy process – relative to non-distressed M&A 
• Transparency/Openness

• Bankruptcy Sale Disadvantages: 
• Multi-step process (expensive, opportunities for objections): 

• Debtor must file a motion with the Court to establish the procedures that will govern the 
sale

• Debtor must market its assets
• Auction / overbid process
• Debtor must obtain order approving the sale



Assignment for the Benefit of Creditors
The Basics

• Debtor contractually assigns all of its assets to a third party 
assignee through a voluntary process

• Third party assignee liquidates assets for Debtor’s creditors
• Proceeds of liquidation are distributed according to priority
• Assignee may be able to pursue preferences
• ABCs commonly used to effectuate distressed asset sales
• ABCs may occur without court involvement and notice (e.g., 

California), and any challenges are made post-closing
• Or in some states, ABCs occur through a court process (e.g., 

Delaware and New York)



Assignment for the Benefit of Creditors

ABC Advantages
• Faster than 363 Sale – as soon as 1-10 days after assignment
• Cheaper than 363 Sale
• In California, Assignee can occupy leased premises for up to 90 days following 

the assignment by paying rent at the lease rate, even if the lease allows the 
lessor to evict the lessee upon making an assignment for the benefit of 
creditors (Cal. Civ. Code § 1954.1)

• Best when secured party is vastly undersecured and cooperative
• Good protection for borrower, buyer and secured party because third party 

fiduciary is making decisions
• Assignee might not require marketing and auction (if valuation and pre-

assignment marketing)
• Can be done in conjunction with UCC Sale to wipe out junior liens
• In California, Assignee can pursue preferences (CCP §1800), though may be 

preempted by bankruptcy preference law if challenged in federal court.  
Sherwood v. Lycos, 394 F. 3d 1198 (9th Cir. 2005) 



Assignment for the Benefit of Creditors
ABC Disadvantages

• Less protection from successor liability

• Assets cannot be sold free and clear of liens without consent of 
lienholders, including secured party (exception for combined UCC Sale)

• Buyer closes before knowing whether there will be challenges to sale 
(unless ABC is in a state with court process)

• Contracts and leases cannot be assumed without consent of third 
parties

• Board can be accused of making ABC = breach of fiduciary duty 
(mitigate risk by D&O policy)

• Involuntary Bankruptcy risk

• May not be available if Debtor is in multiple states



Receivership
The Basics

• Court appointed individual or entity takes control over assets of a party
• Scope can be broad or limited

• Broad- Receiver subsumes management in a company
• Limited – Receiver assumes control over specific assets

• Depending upon jurisdiction, Receivers will be vested with various 
powers including, without limitation:

• Operate the Debtor’s business
• Assume, Assign or Reject Executory Contracts
• Sell assets free and clear of liens, claims, and of all rights of redemptions 
• Assert claims and causes of action including fraudulent transfer claims
• Intervene in pending actions
• Compel information related to receivership assets or matters that may impact 

receivership estate
• Incur debt and lien up property (even if already secured)

• The receivership order is the primary governing document
• Court has power to enlarge or restrict powers
• Certain powers subject to Court approval after notice and hearing



Receivership Legal Standard
• Many courts consider the appointment of a Receiver an 

extreme remedy
• At common law, no precise formula, but generally some 

kind of showing fraud, waste or irreparable damage 
usually required

• Some jurisdictions, however, allow for the receiver as a 
matter of right if the defendant consents including prior 
consent in loan or forbearance documents 

• Practice Pointer: Just because you have a right to a receiver 
in the contract, don’t solely rely upon that provision when 
seeking appointment of a receiver

• Some state statutes have statutory conditions for 
receivership 



Receivership as a Remedy - Advantages

• Flexibility 
• Scope of the Receivership can be broad or limited
• Powers of Receiver can be scaled to fit the situation
• Can manage costs to fit the situation

• Do not need consent of the debtor and may be filed by 
one or more of creditors

• Effective way to deal with “Zombie” assets and 
businesses

• While not as broad as the automatic stay, some form of 
a stay of actions will be imposed



Receivership as a Remedy - Disadvantages

• Jurisdictional Limitations
• State Courts have limited jurisdictional reach
• Federal Courts limited by subject matter jurisdiction 

• Predictability and Consistency
• Law and Familiarity differs between jurisdictions

• Not vested with same expansive powers as a 
Bankruptcy Court and Trustee

• Avoidance Actions: Depending upon jurisdiction, 
avoidance actions may be more limited

• Sales: Free and Clear Sales on more tenuous ground



State versus Federal Receivership
• State Court Receivership

• State Courts have limited jurisdictional reach as to property 
and parties

• Requires Ancillary Proceeds and Cooperation between different 
State Jurisdictions

• States are starting to enact comprehensive laws on 
receivership, but still varies from State to State 

• Due Process Concerns
• Federal Receivership

• Federal Courts are limited by subject matter jurisdiction
• Federal Receivers and Courts can have nationwide jurisdiction 

over property
• See 28 U.S.C. § 754

• Rigorous sale requirements



Federal Receivership 
Subject Matter Jurisdiction

• Federal Question
• Diversity: $75,000 and Complete Diversity
• Fictional Parties May Destroy Diversity

• No Diversity: Home Savings of America, F.A. v. Am. Nat’l 
Bank and Trust Co. of Chicago, 762 F. Supp. 240 (N.D. Ill. 
1991)

• Diversity: John Hancock Realty Development Corp. v. 
Harte, 568 F.Supp. 515 (N.D.Ill.1983); Hannah v. Majors, 
35 F.R.D. 179 (W.D. Mo. 1964)

• 28 U.S.C. § 1441(b) – Fictional Parties Disregarded 
for Removal Purposes



Federal Receivership Sales

• Real Property: 28 U.S.C. §§ 2001 and 2002
• Public

• Sold at courthouse in county, parish, or city where a greater 
amount of property is located

• Published once a week for the 4 weeks prior to the sale
• Private

• Publication Requirement: 10 Days before Confirmation
• Appraisal Requirement: Three Appraisers, Sale must be at least 

Two-Thirds of Appraised Price
• Topping Bid: Subject to Bona Fide Bids that guarantees at least 

10% increase over the price

• Personal Property 28 U.S.C. § 2004
• Default: Same requirements as real property
• Court can change the rules



Receivership versus ABC
• Receiverships are always under court supervision. 

Depending upon jurisdiction, ABCs can be out of court, 
which raises questions of due process, court oversight, and 
bonding.

• The purpose of an ABC is to liquidate assets. Receivership 
can be used to liquidate or merely preserve assets pending 
judgment.

• No involuntary ABCs. Receiverships can be imposed over 
objection of debtor.

• Receivership will generally trigger either a statutory or 
common law stay. A stay being imposed by an ABC is less 
likely.

• ABC can provide specific grounds for an involuntary if 
commenced within 120 days of the assignee being 
appointed or taking possession. See 11 U.S.C. § 303(h)(2)



What Happens if a Bankruptcy Is Filed?
• Key Statute: 11 U.S.C. § 543

• Default Rules
• Receiver/Assignee turnover property to Trustee or Debtor-in-Possession
• Provide an Accounting

• Exceptions  
• No turnover if in best interest of creditors
• No turnover if Assignee takes possession of property 120 days before filing 

except to prevent fraud or injustice
• Practice Pointer: Exceptions not self-executing, so a motion should be filed 

immediately with the Bankruptcy Court
• Receiver/Assignee entitled to reasonable compensation and 

reimbursement of expenses
• Dismissal or Abstention

• Court may dismiss or abstain from exercising jurisdiction depending 
upon facts  

• 11 U.S.C. § 707 (dismissal)
• 11 U.S.C. § 305 (abstention)
• 28 U.S.C. § 28 1334(c)(1) (permissive abstention)
• See, e.g., In re Korean Radio Broadcasting, Inc., 2020 WL 2047990 

(Bankr. E.D.N.Y. March 31, 2020)



UCC Sale
Basics

• Need secured party with perfected security interest to cooperate
• Debtor must be in default – 9-601(a)
• No judicial proceedings required
• Secured party forecloses lien and sells assets through agreement 

(Bill of Sale, Foreclosure Sale Agreement)
• Title, but not possession, transferred – implications on consent of 

Debtor
• Sale free and clear of foreclosing & junior liens, not senior liens – 9-

617(a)
• Typically lower transactions costs than alternatives
• Contracts and leases cannot be assumed and assigned
• Private vs. public sale



UCC Sale
• Private Sales

• Specified buyer; no auction or overbid process
• Secured Party may not bid at private sale
 limited exception essentially for publicly traded securities –

9-610(c)(2)
• Notice requirements:
 contents – 9-611(c)
 safe harbor notice – 9-613
 time required – 10 days – 9-612(b)
 25 days for federal tax liens – 26 U.S.C. § 7425(c)(1)
 check statutes for state tax lien notice requirements
 review UCC search

• No disclosure of identity of buyer or terms of sale
• No risk to buyer of being outbid



UCC Sale
• Public Sales

• Auction or other competitive bidding through licensed third 
party auctioneer or investment banker

• Formal marketing process
• Secured party may credit bid – 9-610(c)(1)
• Notice requirements – same as private sale
• Safe harbor for public sales notice – 9-613
• To satisfy “commercial reasonableness,” should publish as well –

2 places
• Also notify potential purchasers
• Allow inspection
• Public disclosure to notice parties and auction attendees
• Risk of a buyer being outbid



UCC Sale
• Commercial Reasonableness

• All sales must be commercially reasonable – 9-610(b)
• Definition not practical – 9-627(b)(3):

 “in conformity with reasonable commercial practices among dealers in the type of 
property that was the subject of the disposition”

• Price obtained is not dispositive – 9-627(a)
• Commercial reasonableness important to deficiency, but also in 

minimizing fraudulent transfer and successor liability risks
 Good idea for secured party to try to maximize value
 Cast a wide net for notice of public sale
 Get evidence of value
 Market the collateral (have debtor do it)

• Additional Steps for Mitigating Risk of Fraudulent Transfer and 
Successor Liability

• Undersecured secured party example
• Don’t sell to an insider; and if you do, do public sale
• No “Clear Channel” risk in UCC sale



UCC Sale
• Additional Risks

• Involuntary Bankruptcy
• Voluntary Bankruptcy or Injunctive Relief

 Where cooperation of Debtor for transfer of possession not 
necessary because collateral is intangible

• No Court order
• No third party exercising independent judgment for 

transaction
• Challenges raised after the fact

• Conclusion on UCC Sales
• Viable option to transfer assets as going concern
• Benefits and drawbacks
• Under right circumstances, UCC Sale is comparatively 

inexpensive, efficient and quick



Issues For Secured Party, 
Debtor and Buyer

• Risks to Secured Party – tax, employee obligations, 
lender liability, etc.

• Speed to Close – to preserve enterprise value
• Sale "Free and Clear”
• No Representations and Warranties
• Successor Liability
• Cost
• Lease and Contract Assumption
• Employee Issues
• Fiduciary Duties of Debtor's Board
• Which Vehicle/Mechanism to Use



Different Constituencies/Different Interests

• Debtor/Management/Board
• Maximize price
• Minimize liability for breach of fiduciary duty claims arising out of 

decisions made while the company is insolvent
• Avoid liability under guaranties
• Avoid tax liability

• Buyer
• Minimize price paid and transaction costs
• Minimize successor liability
• Avoid competitive bidding
• Access to management and documents for due diligence
• Close sale quickly
• Acquire assets free and clear



Different Constituencies/Different Interests

• Secured Party
• Maximize price
• Get out quickly – get bad loan off the books
• Avoid liability for Debtor’s employee and tax obligations
• Minimize the risk of being accused of not acting in a commercially 

reasonable manner
• Avoid lender liability for “controlling” the Debtor
• Don’t “throw good money after bad” – sometimes a loan just has to be 

written off



Coach’s Barware and Cabinetry
Hypothetical

• Lines of Business
• Manufacturing
• Retail – Bricks and Mortar
• Ecommerce

• Primary Locations
• Corp. Headquarters/  

Manufacture: California
• Superstore: Kansas
• Retail stores:  California, 

Georgia, Missouri, and 
Kansas

• Ownership Structure
• Delaware Corp
• Sam Malone a –

Entrepreneur and 
Professional Speaker

• Two Subsidiaries
• 100% California LLC: 

California Real Property
• 100% Kansas  LLC:  Kansas 

Real Estate
• Major Assets

• Real Estate: $6,500,000
• Inventory: $250,000
• IP: $500,000



Coach’s Barware and Cabinetry
Hypothetical

• Silver Dollar Bank
• Headquarters: Colorado
• Locations: Colorado, 

California, Missouri, 
Georgia

• Line of Credit
• Amount: $3 million
• Collateral: Inventory, 

AR, Personal Property, 
California Real Estate, IP

• Kansas Loan
• Amount: $4 million
• Collateral: Kansas Real 

Property, All Assets 
including IP

• Sam Malone
• Springing Guaranty
• Insider Loan



Coach’s Barware and Cabinetry
Hypothetical

• Should Coach’s consider a voluntary bankruptcy?
• What would be the advantages? What would be the 

disadvantages?
• What bankruptcy chapter would be appropriate?
• What are the jurisdictional considerations?



Coach’s Barware and Cabinetry
Hypothetical

• Should Coach’s consider an ABC? Why?
• If so, what jurisdiction? 
• Can Coach’s keep its ecommerce portion of the business 

out of the assignment?
• What would be the benefits over a bankruptcy?
• What would be the impact on Sam’s guaranty?



Coach’s Barware and Cabinetry
Hypothetical

• Should SDB consent to an ABC?
• Would a bankruptcy be more ideal?

• Should SDB pursue a receivership?
• What would be the advantages? What would be the 

disadvantages?
• Should SDB consider a federal state?
• What are other jurisdictional considerations?
• Why not just seek foreclosure of the Kansas real estate?



Questions?
Bryan E. Bates
Partner
Parker, Hudson, Rainer & 
Dobbs LLP
303 Peachtree Street NE, 
Suite 3600
Atlanta, GA 30308
D: (404) 420-4333
M: (404) 680-1899
E: bbates@phrd.com

Theodore A. Cohen
Special Counsel
Sheppard Mullin Richter & 
Hampton LLP
333 South Hope Street, 43rd 
Floor
Los Angeles, California 90071
D: (213) 617-4237
M: (310) 487-5202
E: tcohen@sheppardmullin.com

Eric L. Johnson
Spencer Fane LLP
1000 Walnut St., Suite 1400
Kansas City, MO 64106
D: 816-292-8267
M: 816-260-1220 
E: ejohnson@spencerfane.com
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